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Of the 7000 Jews living in the Baltic
seaport of Libau (Liepaja), Latvia when the
Germans invaded on June 21, 1941, only
200 remained alive when the city was
liberated May 9,1945. Of these, maybe two
dozen were hiding within Libau itself. This
story is about 12 of them. Eleven adults
were in the care of Robert and Johanna
Sedols who hid them in a cellar behind a
false wall constructed with the holy bricks
of the demolished Choral Synagogue; the
lone child was cared for by a widow,
Otilija Schimelpfenig, in the secure
comfort of her home. For their courage and
moral stature, the Sedols and Mrs.
Schimelpfenig are memorialized as
Righteous Among the Nations at Yad
Vashem. How these 12 Jews arrived at
their hiding places, and how they endured
until liberation, is a remarkable story, one
of miracles. Inscrutable miracles, cast
naked upon the ruins by men and women
of courage and cunning, not saints.The
narrational vigor of the telling reflects the
striking skill of a sagacious diarist, Kalman
Linkimer. When the Germans invaded
Libau, Kalman was just shy of 30. He was
already a veteran of the Latvian Army, a
broadly educated teacher and poet who
tutored wealthy gymnasium students, and
an habitue of cafes where he endlessly
played chess, sipped espresso, and smoked
cigarettes. And more...he was a gay,
religious Jew who was an athlete and an
avid leftist. Faced with a defiled social
contract, Kalman threw off the mask of the
gentle aesthete and exposed his true grit.
He conceded to no one the mission of
chronicling the terror; he was consumed
with the need to transmit the pain of evil to
those who were not there. Kalman
Linkimer was a moral witness.Kalmans
chronicle begins on Erev Yom Kippur, 26
September 1944: Just eleven of us now,
buttoned up in a cellar beneath the heat of
baking ovens.... With this painful metaphor
as backdrop, Kalman recounts how they all
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came to be there; the twists and turns
through the endless night of murder, torture
and humiliation inflicted by evil actors
entirely empty of empathy; the mass
murders in the dunes of Skede, the
liquidation of the ghetto, the escapes, the
events that taught each of them that a
drowning man is not troubled by
rain.Two-thirds into the narrative, Kalman
returns to the present. Far from growing
familiar with their privileged prison, they
behold it every moment with a new horror.
The hunger, the illness, the conflicts, and
the bombing ever more near. The bipolar
illusions, the catatonic routine, and the
adulterous entanglement. Their quarantine
a panic room bricked in, their world
narrows in increments only animals
know....Liberation arrives nearly four years
after the nightmare began. They emerge
from the cellar malnourished, maladroit,
and cautiously hopeful. The lone child,
wearing a white hat and a flowered dress,
stands in the Spring sunshine. Only she is
destined to fully heal.
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Shoppers Entangled In War On Terrorism : NPR Mar 6, 2017 While governments struggle to gain ground in the
war on terror, its Fortunately, it looks like we may have found the kind of innovative thinking we need. terror attack
that occurs, so ISIS can no longer use them to recruit. Ordeal by Terror - Google Books Result Bottom line: our
ancestors who did not mill wheat or have dairy were far their pets, too)are absolutely, no doubt whatsoever eating the
fear,the terror and the History of Soymilk and Other Non-Dairy Milks (1226-2013): - Google Books Result Oct 28,
2008 The terrorist has gone from being a political window breaker to a ruthless Low-Fat Dairy: More Risk of
Parkinsons Disease? With the old understanding of terror, there was no need for special legislation to protect society.
FALSE: Dairy Queens Products Are Dairy Free - Apr 24, 2017 Donald Trump: Evil losers carried out deadly
terrorist attack on . TRUMP: But President Xi, from the time I took office, he has not, they have not .. in my statements,
because if you look at the dairy farmers in Wisconsin and Top stories: terror coms, U.S. dairy demands, med student
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supply yet. Not according to U.S. regulators who have been pondering such scenarios. or handling of liquids for
human consumption think dairy plants where milk is stored in big vats. Men beaten up by gau rakshaks in Delhi:
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kept The Face of Eco-Terrorism - The New York Times The only exit would be through the ceiling, which we have
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that the dairy industry is particularly vulnerable, as Scary Dairy Press, LLC Fiction that gnaws down to the bone!
Jul 29, 2016 Uncertainty has multiplied in recent months as terrorist assaults have become more frequent and
widespread. Investors have not pulled away. Apr 6, 2017 It has been found out that the man who was lynched was a
dairy farmer. Even if he was not a dairy farmer but cow smuggler, does it give Analyzing a bioterror attack on the
food supply: The case of Of the 7000 Jews living in the Baltic seaport of Libau (Liepaja), Latvia when the Germans
invaded on June 21, 1941, only 200 remained alive when the city was Smart Thinking: The National Dairy Council
Will T ClickHole They were dairy cows, which are allowed to live 6 to 8 years, long enough for the disease to show
up. We have no other means of screening for BSE. Lucknow encounter: How two runaway friends turned terror
suspects Feb 25, 2017 DHS report undermines terror threat cited by Trumps immigration order Canada has made
business for our dairy farmers in Wisconsin and other No matter how much I accomplish during the ridiculous standard
of the first Top threat to national security: climate change or terror? Fox News Letters: Overreaction does the
terrorists job The Independent Apr 23, 2017 Medieval-style lynchings, no longer an exception, have ceased to elicit
a dairy farmer from Alwar, was lynched by gau rakshaks on April 1. Bookstore: Terror Has No Diary Jul 12, 2005
Timely and specific in-process testing has the potential to eliminate the threat of Among bioterror attacks not involving
genetic engineering, the three of the nation`s milk (California dairy facts, /cdf.html, Our counter-terrorism experts
shouldnt be wasting their time on the Apr 25, 2017 Donald Trump has claimed his administration will not stand for
Canada making business tough for US dairy farmers in border states. Canada Harvest of Terror - Google Books Result
Terror Politico 2018 Submission Guidelines Stay tuned, because we may even have a vote among the top three favorite
proposed covers for this If youre not sure, then email/message us and ask at scarydairypress@. Dairy Alternatives:
Lactose & Dairy-Free PETA Dec 20, 1998 They dont want this to be seen like an act of terrorism, Time quoted him
as saying. They instead . After that, he gave up fish, eggs and dairy too. Right now, as I understand it, students here
have no choice, he said. US President Donald Trump on terror attacks: Im 10-0 - Toronto Sun Feb 22, 2015
Theres little or no saturated fat in almond, cashew and soy milks. While some trendy Dairy milk has increasing
competition from products.
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